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ASK OUR MANAGER TO FIND A BETTER QUOTE OR THE PAGE NUMBER GETTING Love HELP is lak de sea. It's a matter of movin uh, but still and all, it takes shape from the de shore it meets, and it's different to every beach. If you kin see de light on daybreak, you don't keer if you die at dusk. It's so many people have never seen
the light de at all. Love is like a sea. It's a moving thing, but still and all, it takes shape off the beach it meets, and it's different to every beach. All the gods that received the honor were cruel. All gods dispense suffering for no reason. Otherwise, they will not be spied on. Through the disorderly suffering men know fear and fear is the most
divine emotion. It is a rock for the altar and the beginning of wisdom. Half of the gods are performed in wine and flowers. Real Gods need blood. Two things that everyone gets twenty doing their own fuh. They got shawn away god's shade, and they got the twoo knowing about Livin's own fuh. There is a basin in mind where words float
around thoughts and thoughts on sound and vision. Then there is the depth of thought untouched by words, and deeper still the gulf of feeling is not formed than thought. Then you must tell 'em dat love isn't a layer of grindstone dat the same thing everywhere and do the same thing touch everything touching. Love is lak de sea. It's a
matter of movin uh, but still and all, it takes shape from the de shore it meets, and it's different to every beach. So he sat on the porch and watched the moon rise. Soon its amber fluid was crushing the earth, and squeezed the thirst of the day. It was the most important moment in intensity. Of course he didn't die. He can't die until he
himself has finished feeling and thinking. His memory kiss makes pictures of love and light against the wall. Here's peace. He pulls out in his horizons like a great fish net. Pull from around the waist of the world and get reflected on his shoulders. So much life in meshes! He calls in his soul to come and see. She looks like a woman's love
thoughts. He often talks to fallen seeds and says Ah hopes you fall on soft ground, because he has heard the seeds say that to each other as they go through. People are familiar and things have failed him so he hung over the gate and looked his way towards the exit. She knows now that marriage doesn't make love. Janie's first dream
was dead, so she became a woman. Ships at a distance far away has the desire of every man on board. For some they come with the tide. For others they sailed indefinitely on the horizon, never out of sight, never landed until the Observer turned his eyes on resignation, his dream mocked to death by Time. Please God, please suh, don't
let him like nobody else but me. Perhaps Ah'm is a silly uh, Lawd, lak dey said, but Lawd, Ah is so lonesome, and Ah has waitin', Jesus. Ah finished waiting for the old uh. He stood there until something fell shelves in it. Then he went there to see what it was. It's an image of Jody falling down and shattering. But seeing him he saw that it
was never the flesh and blood figure of his dreams. Just something he has grabbed to drip his dreams. And I can't die a simple thought of probably white or black menfolks making cups spit out of you. Have some sympathy for me. Put me simple, Janie, I'm a cracked plate. Morning air is like a new outfit. That makes him feel an apron tied
around his waist. He untied and fired it in a low bush by the side of the road and walked over the top, picked out the flowers and made a bouquet... From now until dying he will have flower dust and springtime sprinkled on everything. He is an average death. It troubles him to get used to the world one way and then suddenly it turns
different. From chocolate barren stems from glistening leaves- buds; from leaf buds to snow-blooming virgins ... It's like a forgotten flute song in another existence and remembered again. What? How? Why? Nyayang he heard that there was nothing to do with his ears. Roses of the world are breathing smells. It followed her through all the
wake-up moments and cared for her in sleep. The wind returned with anger three times, and put the light on for the last time. They sit in company with the rest in other shanties, their eyes holding against the raw wall and their soul asks if He meant to measure their puny might be against Him. They seem to contemplate dark, but their eyes
are watching God. Pheoby, the yuh got the shade going there tuh know there. Yo' papa and yo' mama and nobody else can't tell the yuh and show the yuh. Two things that everyone gets twenty doing their own fuh. They got shawn away to god's shade and they got twenty knowing about their own fuh Livin. There are two things that
everyone can figure out on their own. They got to know about love and they got to know about life. Honey, de white de ruler everything as feathers because Ah was able to twist knowing. Maybe it's some street place in the ocean de where men de black are powerful, but we don't know nothin' but what we're seeing. He couldn't make him
look like any other guy to him. She looks like a woman's love thoughts. He can be a blind to flowers - the flowers of the curtain trees in the spring. He seems to smash the smell out of the world with his footsteps. Crush the aromatic herbs with every step he takes. Spices hung on it. He is a glance at God. He knows things that nobody ever
has ever ... He knew the world was a man who swayed in the priest's blue ether. He knew that God was tearing up the old world every evening and building new one every sun. It is beautiful to see it take shape with the sun and emerge from the grey habuk of its manufacture. Tain isn't used in you crying' . . . But people are meant to cry
'bout somethin' or others. It's better to leave the dean's things way. Way. young again. No mout whut tellin' happens to befo' you die. A monstropolous beast has left her bed. Winds of two hundred miles per hour have lost its chain. He seized holding his dike and ran forward until he met the quarters; uprooted them like grass and rushed
after the supposed conqueror, rolling the dikes, winding up the house, winding people at home along with other woods. The sea is running on earth with heavy heels. ... you get the tuh going there tuh know there. They bow to him quite, because he's all these things, and again he's all these things because the city is bowing down.
horizontal lines where the heavens and the Earth appeared to meet others they sailed indefinitely on the horizon, never out of sight, never landed until the Observer turned his eyes in resignation, his dreams mocked to death by Time. the resignation of the unpleasant but inevitable situation For others they sailed indefinitely on the horizon,
never out of sight, never landed until the Observer turned his eyes in resignation, his dream mocked to death by Time. silence wet through and through; meticulously wet He has returned from the peden and bloating; suddenly dead, their eyes soar open in judgment. Cloak hides under a false appearance Maybe we don't know into the
things you do, but we all know how he goes 'the way from here and we sho see him back. Tain is not used in your tryin' to lease no lady ole Janie Starks, Pheoby, friend or no friends. The exact fuss especially regarding the details of Lawd, Pearl agreed, Ah done lil dat meat and bread too long to discuss. Ah kin lived 'way from home as
long as Ah pleased. Mah husband is not a fuss. Pelt attacks and bombings with or seemingly with missiles He leaves a porch peeling his back with unforgettable questions. Treacherousness tends to betray the envy of the liver making treacherous ears. Zest was earnest and eager to enjoy Pheoby eager to feel and do through Janie, but
hated to show off her zest for fear it might be thought of sheer curiosity. consolations of comfort you feel when questioned in the days of disappointment He gave me every consolation in the world de. dilate becomes wider Pheoby is extended throughout with enthusiasm, cake tea goes? Wrap a collection of things packed or emptied
alongside the cooling Christi palm leaf that Janie had bound about her grandmother's head with a white fabric had wiped down and became part of the woman. spread through Them and melted Janie, the room and the world became an understanding. Desecrate violates the holy character of the place or the Language of Logan Killicks
Vision has destroyed the tiara tree, but Janie doesn't know how to tell That Nanny. wean gradually disarms your breast milk not old enough to be swept away. luxury characterized by extravagance and profusion It takes money feeding beautiful women. Dey gits uh fancy talking. Unusually undeterred or willing to believe; infidels They try
hard to hold it, but pretty incredible laughter breaks from their eyes and leaks from the corner of their mouth to inform anyone of their thoughts. obliged to have a moral obligation to do something that Ah kin did tuh help, why you kin called on me. A lot of it is obligatory. territorial jurisdictions where power can be exercised Naw, you wuz no,
Tony. You way outa jurisdiction. You can't welcome the man uh and his wife's thout you make comparisons about Isaac and Rebecca in the well, others it doesn't show love between 'em if you don't. titter laughs nervously Some are tied to his ignorance. The metropolis of the large and densely populous urban area of Ah means the tuh
putting the hands of mah tuh de plow heah, and the tension every nervous twist makes in our city de metropolis uh de state. unconscious (followed by '') not knowing or seeing Him stroll alongside investing with his new dignity, thinking and planning loud, unconscious thinking. whiff look by sucking through the nose They cut different types
of capers and whine the meat as it slowly came to perfection with seasoning penetrating bones. brazen is made of or dispersing copper, as in color or hardness while Davis chants traditional prayer poems with distinctive variations, Joe mounted a box that has been placed for that purpose and opened the door brazen lights. speed tempo
where the composition to be played They are, all of them, everyone takes it and is sung until it is confined dry, and no more tone and tempo innovation can be thought of. Most of the property something great in His bulk magnitude doesn't charge as the guy goes. significantly visible to the senses, especially the sense of touch He has a
submissive order on his face, and every step he takes makes the matter even more pronounced. recede became fabrious or further when time passed and the benefits he had given over the city decreased by the time they sat on the shop porch while he was busy inside and discussed it. Temerity fears brave city has a basket of good and
bad feelings about Joe's position and ownership, but none have the temerity to challenge him. Him.
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